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Old Zou is retiring. He promised Shi Lei to recommend Shi Lei to the county Party
committee. Although Shi Lei didn't believe what old Zou said, he didn't dare to make
trouble for old Zou. Old Zou is going to leave. It's not easy to say good things, but it's
easy to say bad things about him, so Shi Lei didn't want to provoke old Zou. Moreover,
Shi Lei has started his activities. The leaders of the county have visited several, and
there is a lack of heavyweight. He is ready to find Zhang Fan in the city.

After returning to the city, Zhang Fan went to the house he bought. The floor is good,
with a total height of 27 floors. At that time, Li Xiao left 26 floors. Two ladders and
four households are not bad, and this community is a high-end community in tea
vegetable City, with a good environment. Zhang Fan bought a house and Li Xiao gave
him a parking space. It was a big favor.

The workers are looking for skilled workers, and they are honest. They are fellow
villagers with Zhang Fan. Zhang Fan didn't calculate the salary, but also bought a
cigarette for each of them, just hoping to be more careful when working.

Doctors in the second Department of orthopedics are relatively younger than those in
the first Department of orthopedics. After all, it is a department that has not been
separated for a long time, and the director is not old and is willing to bring new people.
Chen Qi is a veteran.

The second Department of orthopedics is on the second floor of the surgery building.
The good floor has been divided up. Later, it can only be on the second floor. There
are many big trees in the hospital. It's better in winter. In summer, the second floor is
directly covered with leaves. There are so many flies and mosquitoes that they dare not
open the windows. There's no sunshine. It's gloomy!

As soon as Zhang Fan went up to the stairs of the second Department of orthopedics,
he saw Wang Yanan. With his hands in the pockets of his white coat and a mask, the
director's posture is full. From time to time, she instructed several transferred doctors
to change their dressing. When she and Zhang Fan were in the first Department of
orthopedics, they had been super tempered. Dressing change, of course, can't be more
skilled.

Wang Yanan showed his face in the second Department of orthopedics. He reported
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for duty on the first day. Once he had an operation, he cooperated skillfully. With an
old-fashioned technique, he took a knife and connected bone blocks, and the stable
steel plate was not bad. Luo Jin and Yuan Tao of the second Department of
orthopedics were surprised. Ordinary girls are very familiar with orthopedics. It is a
legend that a female orthopedic doctor as skilled as Wang Yanan. None of the other
transferred doctors can sew quickly.

In fact, transfer is also an opportunity to get to know each other. The Department
knows the new doctor, and the new doctor knows the Department. After the operation,
Luo Jin said to several other transferred doctors, "Wang Yanan will be your team
leader in the future. When I'm away, Wang Yanan will be responsible for taking you
on rounds." Girls would have been given special care in surgery. After all, they are all
old men. Suddenly, a girl who looks OK and has good surgical skills comes in. Of
course, we have to treat each other differently.

Luo Jin also said to Chen Qi with a shy face that there should be a female doctor in the
Department. A group of old men are depressed in the gloomy department. Having a
female doctor also makes us a little energetic, No.

Chen Qi knows a little about Wang Yanan's background. The tea vegetable market is
not big, and it is a health system. It is more or less familiar“ You're serious about
finding a girlfriend. Don't pick around. Yuan Tao's children are three years old. " Chen
Qi said after glancing at Luo Jin.

"Ah! Hey! You always have a rest. When you say this, my head hurts. Besides, I'm
crazy directly. No one will do the rest of the work. " Luo Jin bothered others to talk
about his marriage. Although Chen Qi was the deputy director, he did not go back soft
or hard.

Looking at Wang Yanan's appearance, Zhang Fan smiled happily. A few months later,
the girl with dumplings in her mouth and tears secretly began to be a teacher.

"Zhang Fan!" When Wang Yanan looked back, she saw Zhang Fan. She was very
happy and shouted. Quickly walked to Zhang Fan and said, "how did you come? The
medical department said you were almost infected. Are you okay?"

"It's okay, life is big. How's it going? Is the internal medicine going well? "

"What's the matter? I'm so depressed. I have another year to go. I can't enter the
department until I get into practice. "



"The skill test hasn't been for a few months. How's your review?"

"There should be no problem. We are still in the same group this time! "

"It doesn't count if you tell me!"

"It's all right. I'll go to whichever group you go to. Anyway, I've set up a department of
orthopedics. Just walk around other departments. "

"Ha ha!" I can't talk anymore. Someone in my family is just different. Wang Zipeng is
still trying to perform. This one has been determined!

In the absence of the director of the second Department of orthopedics, Zhang Fan
handed the transfer list to deputy director Chen Qi“ Yo! Here comes the emergency
prince! " Before Chen Qi spoke, Luo Jin picked up a quarrel first.

"Hehe! Hello, Dr. Luo. " Zhang Fan smiled shyly.

"I said, you doubled the amount of surgery in the first Department of orthopedics. You
can't come to our department!" Although the director explained not to find Zhang
Fan's trouble, Zhang Fan indirectly reduced their income for several months. It is
impossible to have no complaints.

"As long as I have an operation, there's no problem." Zhang Fan doesn't care about
Luo Jin's attitude. Zhang Fan cares more about the amount of surgery.

"Well!" Zhang Fan's attitude makes Luo Jin unable to speak. It's always right for
others to work hard.

"Hehe, see if you can. Why don't you talk? There's nothing wrong with Doctor Zhang's
working attitude." Chen Qi said Luo Jin. Then he said to several other attending
doctors in the Department, "that group is short of people now. Dr. Zhang is here. Who
will take you?"

Several attending doctors who watched the excitement dispersed. No one spoke. Take
Zhang Fan! Forget it. The two main indications of the first Department of orthopedics
made the boy afraid to choose joints. The level of the main indications was almost the
same. Didn't Zhang Fan find himself uncomfortable.

It's better not to take him. People don't need your teaching for surgery. They may be
better than you. They're embarrassed to open their mouth and let others do such small
things as changing dressing, writing medical records and pasting test sheets.



Chen Qi waited for a long time, but no one said, "ha ha!" He also knew that the doctor
in Corey couldn't bear to call Zhang Fan. He looked at Zhang Fan and said, "anyway,
your certificate will come down soon. Why don't you take some transferred subjects
and form a group yourself, and director Wang and I will make a ward round for you?"
Chen Qi tried to ask Zhang Fan. He also wanted to know how Zhang Fan's level was.
Those with poor level never dare to form a group by themselves. It's a shame that the
operation won't come down then.

"That's OK, transferred doctor. Look at the points. I don't know who doesn't have a
group." Zhang Fan is not afraid at all, but he didn't open his mouth about the transfer
of doctors. Originally, the transferred doctors were led by the attending doctor. It's
surprising that he formed a group of transferred doctors. He opened his mouth again
and asked others' students to leave. Isn't that innocent and annoying.

Although it caused the public anger of the second Department of orthopedics to rush
for patients in the emergency department, it was not a personal grudge. At most, it was
a department competition. If you open your mouth and rob other people's students, it's
private resentment.

At this time, Wang Yanan also entered the Department. She quickly said, "director
Chen, I'm in a group with Zhang Fan. In the first Department of orthopedics, he
brought me."

Chen Qi turned his head and looked. Luo Jin didn't want to speak. Wang Yanan
belongs to his group. "How can this do? This is the second Department of bone.
Besides, our group will be short of people when you leave."

"You're not the director." With that, Wang Yanan gave him a white look“ Ah! " Luo
Jin is defeated. He is also embarrassed to quarrel with a little girl. If Wang Yanan is a
transferred male doctor, Luo Jin will never give up today.

Chen Qi smiled and said, "let's not talk about the first and second departments of bone.
You can also be in a group with Zhang Fan. In fact, Kobe's first Department of bone is
more dynamic. You'll know after a while. There are several transferred doctors. Pick
another one, Luo Jin. No one will give our group to you. " Uncle Wang Yanan's face is
still very big.

"All right." Luo Jin said reluctantly. He also felt rash. As soon as Chen Qi said it, he
felt wrong. Although Chen Qi usually talked and laughed, he was not as approachable
as he is today. And Li Qi has decided that he will have to take care of the deputy
director's face even if he is no longer willing.

Wang Yanan didn't realize that he had provoked people, and stood beside Zhang Fan
happily. Zhang Fan was moved and angry, "this is an aunt!"



Zhang Fan was born in an ordinary family. It can also be said that he has been
struggling near the food and clothing line. Years of life have made him try not to argue
with others. He thinks it's all done when he has nothing to do.

A very simple thing is enough to illustrate the benefits of this character. Li Hui is
cheerful and lively, but relatively, regardless of technology, many people like Zhang
Fan more than Li Hui in both county hospitals and municipal hospitals. That's why it's
indisputable.

Li Hui is good at chatting. On the one hand, he has plenty of knowledge. On the other
hand, he is also due to his character. If he lifts the bar several times, others won't like
to chat with you. Slowly, the relationship is alienated. Zhang Fan is another way. As
long as it doesn't involve his own interests, chat casually and say what he likes, you
can be happy.

It's hard to say who has a better character, but this is a philosophy of life. Being
aggressive may be more attractive and personal, but it is also more disgusting. As a
little common people, you have to have the consciousness of a little common people.
A mellow society is actually easier to accept mellow individuals. After all, people are
social animals. They should try to be more harmonious before they become big men.

Divide into groups and everyone scattered“ Lao Chen, what's the matter? Zhang Fan?
" Yuan Tao went to Luo Jin and said quietly. The two have been partners since they
entered the hospital. They have a tacit understanding. Yuan Tao means that Lao Chen
is so abnormal today. It's for Zhang Fan's face.

"It's hard to say. I don't think so. Maybe it's the little girl." People who are quick at
hand are generally not stupid. Luo Jin has seen a general idea.

"Oh! See! " Yuan Tao looked back at Wang Yanan and said nothing. He meant to wait
and see! Two young people are hospitalized. No matter how skilled they are, they can
ask for help.

This is why Zhang Fan is angry. Wang Yanan is a little too strong, which is not in line
with Zhang Fan's outlook on life. But Wang Yanan was right. He shook his head.
Zhang Fan said to Chen Qi, "director Chen, which computer and whose interface do
Wang Yanan and I use?"

Every registered doctor has his own interface to manage the patient. Zhang Fan doesn't
have it, and Wang Yanan doesn't. How to manage patients without an interface? I can't
even give medical orders.

Chen Qi looked at several computers. The computers that were originally empty were



filled with people in an instant. Wang Yanan immediately came to the earthly
newspaper. He said to Zhang Fan, "you can use director Wang's interface. He doesn't
bring a group. You can use the computer as you like. You can use whichever is empty.
" That can be idle! Hey! A few words caused a lot of trouble.

But Zhang Fan didn't say anything about Wang Yanan. People are taking refuge in you.
Then you can carry it. The boss can carry the trouble of my little brother.
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